
 

Date: 13/10/2020 

C 47 (2020-21) 

 

Dear Parents (Nursery to Senior KG), 

Greetings, 

As from the month of August we have been working along with parents and children for ensuring 

that the important milestones of our learners at Early Years suffers no loss.  

Hence, the first step is we thank all of you for your continual support.  

We are now sharing a bunch of worksheets to understand where our learners are. We need your 

kind cooperation and request you to let these worksheets be done independently by the child. 

Your role will be to explain the worksheet by reading out the given instructions. Kindly do not 

correct if he/she is doing mistakes as we would like to see how effective our learning sessions 

are with them. By understanding this we will be able to plan our Term 2 in a better way to give the 

required age appropriate support to them. 

We will start delivering the worksheets from 14th October onwards. 

In case if you are not in the vicinity in the town for taking the hard copies and only require 

softcopies do inform in advance so that the vehicle does not have to unnecessary visit your 

residence. 

We request the family members (any one) to be present in the house when the papers are being 

delivered otherwise the loss of time affects the entire day’s schedule. 

In case of any Covid positive case in your house, do inform us in advance so that the papers can 

be sent in soft copies to avoid physical contact. 

We will be collecting back the worksheets from 26th October, onwards. 

SVM as a school truly believes in the school parent partnership to bring out the best in our learners 

and the commitment is meant to last longer. 

We wish all the learners Best of Luck. 

Happy Learning! 

 

Regards, 

Monica Jaiswal 

Principal 

Sarvankash Vidya Mandir 


